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intelligence
Innovation in automation of complex tasks
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Valuable 
for your 
business?

Staff-related expenses are growing faster than your 
profits?

Human error may critically damage your business?

Some of your processes are routine, and you know 
how to do it “correctly”?

You need to make quick decisions based on a multitude of 
parameters?

Your business is connected with manufacturing?

Your goals are personalized service and having many 
loyal clients?



The time for AI
is now 02why?

Classic automation gave all it could: 
further expenses greatly outweigh 
benefits

Human labor becomes more costly

Technology is ready: computers, 
storage, cameras, networks, sensors, 
IoT

The necessary knowledge has been 
acquired, it allows to solve practical 
tasks

The competition in the market has grown 
more intense

Expenses and revenues are 
disproportionate because of globalization

earlier: developers created algorithms
reflecting the current (or already outdated)
business requirement.

now: AI systems continuously learn and   
evolve using data. Algorithms are generated
within the system and constantly adapt to
changes due to new data. 

AI does not replace 
traditional systems, 
but expands their 
capabilities
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Paintings recognition using photos

Identifying cameras used to take pictures (forensics)

Face identification, tracking, and search in a database

Detecting fake faces in photos and videos

People identification and tracking using regular and wide-angle fisheye 
cameras

Detecting damaged trees using aerial footage

Counting customers and their waiting time at the cash register

Detecting people coming in and out of polygonal areas on regular 
andwide-angle fisheye cameras

Experience
computer vision02



Searching for people in a retro photo archive

Face identification, tracking, and search on Jetson Nano and 
Raspberry Pi platforms

Detecting presence and absence of goods on a store shelf

Detecting helmets on people’s heads in the frame

Counting people and other objects in the frame

Detecting changes or absence thereof in the observed 
environment

04experience
computer vision



Predicting cardiovascular diseases

Predicting brain diseases (autism, ADHD) via 
MRI

A customer’s market basket analysis

Predicting the resource and spending of 
advertising budget

Optimizing computing resources of a virtual 
data center

Segmenting portal visitors for personalized 
offers

05Experience
data analysis



Price analysis of goods in 
competitors’ catalogs

Smart search in reference 
documentation

Extracting knowledge from 
semistructured PDF-documents

Automatic interlinking of website 
materials

Automatic tagging of website 
materials

06Experience
natural language
processing
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Image, sound, movement recognition

Mimicking human expert behavior

Controlling the correct execution of processes by a 
human actor

Decision-making support for tasks with plenty of input 
data

Predicting future states of a system

Transition from observing the particular to general 
values

where 
is artificial
intelligence used?



mimics human

mind, if a solution is based on 
thinking processes

uses superhuman 
capabilities, which allows to 
act faster and more efficiently, to go 
beyond human ability

How AI works

08



mimics human mind

How AI works:

09Example
sensory perception

We use computer vision to check if people at the sites wear hard 
hats, if there are enough goods on the shelves, and if the dishes 
are clean

We analyze noises in a heart or lungs via an electronic 
stethoscope to detect likely issues

We analyze vibrations in mechanical parts to predict malfunction

08
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We train a system to distinguish damaged trees from healthy 
ones via learning a methodology used by an expert

We define the quality of wall plastering via visual examination

We look at an MRI and define the presence of a tumor

Example
mimicking human
expert behavior

mimics human mind, if a solution is based on 
thinking processes

How AI works:
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A car enters a special area for decontamination. Our machine 
learning system uses computer vision, an accelerometer, a 
gyroscope, and an ultrasound distance sensor to evaluate the 
quality of applying a disinfectant to the car body by an employee.

Based on the obtained data the system makes the decision on 
how well the car has been decontaminated.

Example
controlling correct 
process execution

How AI works:

mimics human mind, if a solution is based on 
thinking processes
uses superhuman capabilities, which allows to 
act faster and more efficiently, to go beyond 
human ability



How AI works:

12Example
support of decision-making
for tasks with plenty
of input data

The task is to define the likelihood of autism using fMRI

images.

Manual processing of fMRI is complicated by the amount

of material for analysis. AI analyzes fMRI sessions of

many people, in which it searches for dependencies and

patterns characteristic of brain disease.

uses superhuman capabilities, which allows to 
act faster and more efficiently, to go 
beyondhuman ability

* fMRI is a dynamic model of brain activity described via blood flow.



Revenues

Competitive edge

13
personalization

loyalty 

impression from use

freeing creative energy

ridding of mundanity

Cut expenses, fines, errors, defects, and malfunction

Hasten transaction processing, increase workforce productivity

Ease requirements for staff and the number of people in production

value
The value of machine learning ideas is in its ability to 

allow you to continuously learn based on data, analyze 

the present, and predict the future.

This powerful set of algorithms and

models is used in all industries to

improve processes and understand

patterns and anomalies in data.



people
Reduce the risk of human error influence

Boost people’s work efficiency

Decrease people’s involvement in tedious 
tasks

Interaction with systems as intelligent agents

systems
Implement human-like behavior in a program

Augmented interaction with the environment: computer 
vision and audition, other sensors

Learning instead of programming

Acting based on historically correct behavior defined 
by big data

14Key fields
where AI solutions 
work best



Approaches
to tasks
There are several methods of solving tasks using AI, in 

reality a combination of several methods is required.

neural networks
The main method of solving most complex tasks is neural networks, 

which imitate the behavior of neurons in a biological brain.

A neural network learns on examples to solve a task. Proper learning is 

the key to successful solutions.

Classification

Rule induction

Clusterization

Regression

Ensembles

Dimensionality reduction

Bayesian inference

15
other methods

14



How we
work

Introductory 
meeting

Find tasks with 
maximum returns

Make proposals to solve 
the chosen tasks

Choose a task for 
a pilot project

01 02 03 04

Move on to the 
next task

Start the 1-to-3-month-long pilot 
project, solve the chosen task

Implement the solution into 
production and replace a 
business process

0705 06

16



17Time frames 
and costs

pilot
project

2 weeks - 3 months
from $5000 for unique tasks, 
negotiable for broadly applicate 
tasks

depends on the complexity of 
a business process being 
automated

02 03Identification 
and consulting

1-3 weeks 
free

01 Implementation 
project

16



18About us

Started in 2005

AI team was assembled in 
April, 2017 (includes PhD’s, Masters)

More than 10 projects

More than 10 competitions 
(prizes)

Visit our web-site: http://bitworks.software

Contact us via email: info@bitworks.software

See our company presentation: https://bitworks.software/assets/docs/presentation.pdf

Follow us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/bitworks.software/

Find out more:


